My dear Spencer,

I am sorry you cannot agree to my suggestion as to the proposal of any simplici from the University Lecture. I should much like to have been allowed to return you of some of the expenses connected with the nine or ten lectures. Of course I know your decision unqualified, though I consider it. You say you 've always disliked the idea of forgoing by any lectures in Adelaide or Melbourne. So do I. But in this case it is not a matter of personal profit, nor even as idle. Buts would say Cost Sap. If any of the money is sent to R.G. it must go through...
[Handwritten text not legible]
Record. It really makes interesting reading, and I imagine some day I shall send it along to you when you are not too busy. I have skimmed through the pages of that book and find it very interesting. I have been doing this work last year.

It seems to me many on the old continent in fact, he appears to have overshadowed all the other Premiers. I don't quite know what you think of him, but it appears to me that he was quite right in pontificating about the four powers over the Bos Generals. I don't see why they should be divided. It appears to me that the silly sentimentality of the London Council should make it impossible for us to work in such Africa more easily tomorrow.
Bertrand... really makes interesting reading. Some day I must send it along to you when you are not too busy. I have... to look through it. Pages 57 and 72... of a man doing this time last year.

It seems to come larger in the... by far he appears to have overshadowed all the other... I don't quite know what... you think of him but it... to me that he was quite right... be footling about the front way over the Bow... I don't see... They... His chief... It... to me... The... Sentiment... of the London... and made... Hercules... in the... Africa... easy...
the Boers generally are very sensitive
men. They are apt to return to
their Country feeling that the British
police are under a debt of obligation
to them for laying down their arms.

To return to Anthropology, I have
thought much about the Mara since
I last wrote. The more I think the
more I am convinced that the Mara
is recorded and correctly. There no
Mara Marriage note on the copy
but in an entry made on the day
I found a Monger brother whose widows
of other brothers I can keep or dispose
of them as he chooses. On the 6th
George told me that he applied the
terms Isramadalo, Namemi, Namamunda,
Isramamela, Nomamavuna, & Gapeleka
& asked women what he subsequent
with draw those terms. They were
The question of Aryan invasion is a vexed one. The idea of a sudden migration of Aryan tribes from the east across the Himalayas is not supported by the evidence of the early Vedic texts. The Aryan invasion theory is based on the assumption that the Vedas were written in a single period, which is not supported by the historical evidence. The Vedas were composed over a long period, and the texts reflect the diverse cultures and traditions of the Indo-Aryan peoples. The concept of a single Aryan people is not tenable, as the Vedas contain references to non-Aryan peoples and languages. Therefore, the idea of an Aryan invasion is not supported by the textual evidence.
Missouri is appealing the case.

The paper is in a bad way financially.

I think so, might send him a to

the opera?

Museum to break up it will be
to business for the people.

The. What about you, think?

Sure you are here to join me

in a Thursday, real Church.

much won't a bad with you

must come now to know up

my friend who so bad spending

the evening.

Love to the girls...

The enclosed art looks as if

for sale. Wannamake sure

go to 5...